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A summary is provided of recent experimental studies at TUNL of proton and neutron scattering 
from light nuclei at incident energies below 20 MeV.  The focus of these experiments is on 
providing new, highly accurate data for observables where significant differences exist between 
prior experimental results and theoretical predictions based on modern NN potentials, including 
chiral effective potentials.  
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Figure 1: Hierarchy of nuclear forces in ChPT.  Solid lines 
represent nucleons and dashed lines pions. Small dots, large 
solid dots, solid squares, and solid diamonds denote vertices 
of index D = 0, 1, 2, and 4, respectively. For further 
explanation, see ref. 11.  
 
1. Introduction 
My presentation today is an update on a report
1 made at Chiral 2006 concerning 
experimental progress in low-energy few-nucleon (A≤4) scattering and reaction studies 
made at the Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory (TUNL). I am again today a 
spokesperson for a large number of experimental and theoretical collaborators in these 
recent experiments undertaken using TUNL’s tandem accelerator facilities. Please note 
that another contributed talk at this conference by H. Gao and the plenary talk by H. 
Weller cover recent progress and planned experiments using our laboratory’s high-
intensity gamma source (HIγS).  
2. Motivation 
The essential goal of our few-nucleon program is providing new, highly-accurate 
measurements with incident proton or neutron energies below 20 MeV. By concentrat-
ing in this energy domain, we seek to minimize complications associated with relativi-
stic effects and higher partial waves, thereby providing the most strenuous possible tests 
for increasingly detailed theoretical studies. One consequence of this low-energy 
approach is that strikingly good agreement is obtained between theory and experiment 
for most experimental observables. Our recent efforts have concentrated, therefore, on 
measuring observables selected to be most sensitive to theoretical-experimental 
differences which remain.  
 
Modelling these few-nucleon systems theoretically has usually been based on the 
latest nucleon-nucleon potentials, {eg. Nijmegen
2, CD-Bonn
3, AV-18
4} supplemented 
by various models of three-nucleon forces
5-8.  These together with Fadeev methods
9 are 
then used to calculate observables in A=3 and A=4 systems.  Substantial progress has 
been made in assuring that increasingly complex numerical approaches are correct. An 
important benchmark
10 showed satisfying agreement between coordinate and momen-
tum space approaches for the A=3 system. With that assured, recent attention has turned 
to A=4 systems as a new ‘theoretical 
laboratory.’ These nuclei are the lightest 
with resonant states and reaction thresholds 
where more complete spin and isospin 
couplings can be studied.  
 
Recent theoretical advances which 
show most promise are based on chiral 
potentials which treat 2N, 3N and 4N 
interactions consistently.  Figure 1 taken 
from a a recent review by Machleidt
11 
depicts the hierachy of sub-nucleon 
interactions which are included. Two-
nucleon contributions appear at all orders, 
3N forces appear at next-to-next-to 
leading order (N
2LO), and 4N forces first P
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Figure 2: Experimental setup for n-p Ay(θ) measurements in 
TUNL’s shielded neutron source area. 
appear at N
3LO.  To  date full theoretical formulation has appeared for 2N forces
12 
through N
3LO and for the 3N interactions
13 through N
2LO. Use of these increasingly 
refined potentials to calculate few-nucleon observables is well underway and results are 
beginning to appear.  
 
Thus, I concentrate below on three explicit challenges where theoretical and 
experimental differnces are actively being explored and TUNL experimental progress 
has recently appeared or is anticipated.  
3.  Challenge #1: The Ay Puzzle 
Striking differences have remained for many years between increasingly precise experi-
mental measurements of the vector analyzing power Ay in few-nucleon scattering and all 
theoretical predictions based on traditional 2N and 3N models. This has become known as the 
Ay puzzle
14. Experimentally, Ay is calculated from the left-right asymmetry of particles scattered 
when an incident spin-polarized beam strikes an unpolarized target. Because only the ratio of 
left-right counts is needed, Ay can be determined much more easily and accurately than the 
absolute cross section, facilitating Ay measurement even when its magnitude is quite small. It 
has been shown for light targets that Ay grows with increasing target nucleon number. This 
occurs even at scattering energies and in systems where the long-range Coulomb interaction 
dominates. For example, maximum values of Ay in p-p scattering at 5 MeV
15, in p-d scattering 
at 667 keV
16, and in p + 
3He scattering at 1.6 MeV
17, are 0.002, 0.014, and 0.9, respectively. 
More stringent tests of theory are imposed by Ay measurements with incident polarized neutron 
beams, when the Coulomb interaction is absent. Recent TUNL measurements have concentrated 
on such systems.  
 
3.1  n-p Scattering 
Systems used recently for making the 
most accurate and complete Ay measurements 
yet in n-p scattering
18 are shown in Fig. 2. 
Neutrons of energy 12 MeV with 70% polar-
ization were produced via the D(d,n)
3He 
reaction when a polarized deuteron beam was 
incident on a high-pressure D2 gas target. The 
outgoing collimated neutron beam was 
directed at a NE102A plastic scintillator 
which served as a scattering target. A sym-
metric left-right array of five pairs of 
NE213 scintillators placed around this 
target detected the angular distribution of the outgoing neutron asymmetry. Pulse-shape discri-
mination in these detectors reduced γ-ray backgrounds, and target-detector coincidences reduced 
backgrounds from neutrons scattered elsewhere. Continuous measurement of the incident 
neutron beam’s polarization was achieved using 
4He(n,n) scattering in a scintillating gas cell 
containing a 95% 
4He: 5% Xe mixture at 100 bar pressure.  P
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The Ay data from this experiment were corrected for polarization dependent detector 
efficiencies caused by 
12C + n scattering and then compared with theoretical calculations based 
on Nijmegen 93
2 and CD-Bonn
3 potentials. Clear need is seen for π
± coupling which is stronger 
than that for π
0. This solidifies earlier evidence
19,20 for charge symmetry breaking in the pion-
nucleon sector.  
 
3.2 n-d Scattering 
 
New angular distribution measurements of Ay in the n-d system have been completed at 
TUNL at 19 and 22.5 MeV by a group led by G. Weisel 
21, but final data analysis including 
multiple scattering corrections is still underway.  These were made to map out the evolution of 
Ay between the 16 MeV measurements of Sagara et al. and the 30 MeV measurements of 
Dobiasch et al. Comparison of these preliminary data with theoretical predictions confirm 
gradual disappearance of the Ay puzzle in n-d scattering as the energy approaches 30MeV. 
 
3.3. n-
3He Scattering 
 
A similar experimental arrangement has been employed at TUNL by J. Esterline et al.
22 to 
measure Ay in n+
3He scattering at the same bombarding energies between 1.6 and 5.5 MeV 
where earlier TUNL p+
3He Ay measurements were made by Fischer et al.
17 For this experiment, 
the primary target was a scintillating, high-pressure gas cell similar to that used in the neutron 
polarimeter but with 
3He replacing the 
4He. Preliminary comparisons of these new results with 
recent calculations of Deltuva
23 based on AV-18 and CD-Bonn potentials show substantially 
better agreement with the new data than is observed for p + 
3He. This difference hints at what 
might be learned from measurements of other observables in the A=4 system.  
 
4. Challenge #2: N + d Breakup 
 
Measurements at several laboratories over the last decade have shown differences in the 
cross section for proton or neutron-induced breakup of a deuteron target
24-25. In such a reaction, 
the choices of configuration for detecting the three outgoing nucleons are many. Attention has 
focused on the symmetric constant relative energy configuration where the three outgoing 
nucleons emerge in a star-configuration at 120º with respect to each other and with identical 
relative energies in the center-of-mass system. Measurements have accumulated for two 
particular orientations a of the outgoing particle reaction plane with respect to the incident 
beam direction. One with a=0º is the coplaner star configuration where the reaction plane 
includes the incident beam; the second with a=90º is the space star configuration where the 
reaction plane is perpendicular to the incident beam.  
 
Previous 
2H(n,nn)p breakup reaction cross section measurements for these two 
configurations at incident neutron energies between 10 and 16 MeV lie three standard 
deviations above theoretical predictions of Witala.
25 Such measurements are difficult than for Ay P
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measurements. As in measurements those measurements mentioned above, the incident neutron 
beam is produced by the D(d,n)
3He reaction. However, here the incident neutron flux must be 
monitored using n-p elastic scattering in a CH2 target located behind the primary CD2 target. 
With two detectors for outgoing particles, the undetected particle scatters within a conical 
region determined by how outgoing energy and momentum are shared. Finite geometry 
corrections can be significant, and determining the absolute efficiency of the neutron detectors 
is challenging.  
 
Thus, currently at TUNL we are measuring this same breakup cross section at 16 and 19 
MeV, but by detecting one neutron and the outgoing proton
26. This introduces different 
experimental challenges and systematic uncertainties, so we expect comparison of our results 
with earlier data will lead both to greater confidence in the experimental results and to a better 
understanding of the present differences between experiment and theory.  
 
5. Challenge #3: The 4N System 
 
Extensive cross section and Ay measurements for p+
3He elastic scattering (~1000 data 
below 12 MeV) and an energy-dependent phase shift analysis undertaken at Wisconsin
27 could 
not resolve scattering phase shift uncertainties at energies below 5 MeV. Two allowed solutions 
emerged predicting largest differences for spin-correlation coefficients Axx and Ayy below 4 
MeV.  Thus, recent work at TUNL by T.V. Daniels
28 sought to distinguish between these phase-
shift solutions by using a polarized proton beam incident on a unique, new polarized 
3He 
target
29  to make new measurements of A0y, Axx and Ayy below 5.5 MeV. 
 
In this experiment the 
3He was polarized with Rb-spin-exchange optical pumping and then 
batch loaded at 1 bar to a target cell located inside a  -metal-shielded “sine-theta coil”. This coil 
produced a transverse 0.7 mT B-field to provide an easily reversible quantization axis for the 
3He polarization.  Because the scattered particle energy was low, the Pyrex target cell had thin 
Kapton windows over apertures for the incident beam and emerging scattered protons. A closely 
coupled NMR coil continuously monitored the target polarization during the experiment, and 
the NMR signal obtained was calibrated in a separate experiment by 
4He+
3He scattering.
29  The 
target polarization lifetime was typically ~2 hours, after which the polarized 
3He gas was 
refreshed. Incident proton beam polarizations were measured using p+
4He scattering. Among 
the experimental corrections needed were asymmetries resulting from slight steering of the 
incident beam and scattered particles by the transverse target B-field.  Largest corrections were 
applied at lowest energies and at forward angles. 
 
Our new measurements of A0y, Ayy, and Axx at Ep = 2.28 , 2.77, 3.15, 4.02 and 5.54 MeV 
were used in combination with recent measurements of cross section and Ay of Fischer et al.
17 
and all earlier data (~1300 points total) in a new energy-dependent phase shift analysis.  The 
addition of new data removes ambiguity and establishes a unique phase shift solution below 5 
MeV. These new experimental results have been compared with preliminary theoretical 
calculations of Viviani
30 using recent chiral perturbation theory formulation of the 2N P
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Figure 3: Comparison of TUNL cross section and Ay0 data of Fisher et 
al.
17 and the A0y and Ayy data of Daniels
28 with recent theoretical 
calculations of Viviani
30 employing separately the 2N interactions of 
AV18 and N
3LO, and the latter 2N interaction combined with the 3N 
interaction of N
2LO.  
 
interaction at N3LO
12  and the 3N interaction at N2LO
13.  Sample comparisons are shown in 
Fig. 3.  Satisfying reduction of ‘Ay puzzle’ differences are now apparent when using this 
recently derived version of the 3N interaction.  Agreement is also excellent for nuclear 
scattering lengths extracted from phase shifts.  Our experiment provides as=11.1±0.4 fm and 
at=9.07±0.11 fm; Viviani finds as =11.5 fm and at = 9.13 fm. However, Machleidt suggested 
recently
11 that sizeable three-nucleon force contributions at N
4LO in the D-less chiral 
perturbation theory may well be needed for full explanation of the remaining differences.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Comparison of TUNL cross section and Ay0 data of Fisher et al.
17 and the A0y and Ayy 
data of Daniels
28 with recent theoretical calculations of Viviani
30 employing separately the 2N 
interactions of AV18 
4 and N
3LO 
12, and the latter 2N interaction combined with the 3N 
interaction of N
2LO 
13.  
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